Bootstrapped values of LRsite and BCsite for each community and scale were calculated from a random subsample of communities in the data set equal in number to the communities for the observed value. For example, if LRsite and BCsite for a certain community at a certain spatial scale were calculated from the regional abundance of the 5 nearest communities, we calculated randomised LRsite and BCsite from 5 randomly drawn communities in a data set. For each randomisation, we calculated the average of the randomised LRsite and BCsite from all communities in a data set. We bootstrapped 1000 such randomisations for each spatial scale and then compared the observed average LRsite and BCsite with the averages and 95% confidence intervals. Values lying outside the 95% confidence interval suggest that the observed values differed from chance and that spatial scale is important.
. LRsite, BCsite, measured environmental variables for each site, spatial variables (S), and hydrological connectivity variables (H) that showed significant associations to LRsite or BCsite. The environmental variables measured of the lakes, streams, and rock pools differed somewhat among data sets. Concentration of organic carbon (C org , mg l -1 ) was measured as dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in rock pools and lakes and streams in Småland and as total organic carbon (TOC) in the other data sets. However, the lakes where TOC had been used were oligotrophic to mesotrophic, and DOC generally constituted >90% of TOC, and we use TOC as a proxy for DOC in these data sets. Also, the wavelength for estimating absorbance (Abs) differed among datasets: 420 nm for lakes in Götland, Mälardalen, and Kolbäcksån, 436 nm for rockpools and lakes in Jämtland and Uppland, and 440 nm for lakes and streams in Småland; however, this span is so small that we find it unlikely to affect the values substantially. The pH, total nitrogen (TN, mg l -1 ), and total phosphorus (TP, µg l -1 ) were estimated in similar ways across data sets Regional relative abundance Local relative abundance
